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“An unlawful and contemptible adventure”: the Ducoudray-
Holstein expedition and US foreign policy in the early 1820s
Caribbean
Thomas Mareite

Historical Institute, University of Duisburg-Essen, Essen, Germany

ABSTRACT
This article explores how the involvement of US citizens in projects of
political revolution across the Caribbean threatened the geostrategic
and economic interests of the United States in the region. In 1822, a
revolutionary expedition led by a veteran of the Napoleonic wars,
Henri Louis Villaume de Ducoudray-Holstein, departed from the
Atlantic seaboard to overthrow Spanish rule in Puerto Rico and to
establish the so-called Republic of Boricua. The republican utopia
nonetheless collapsed after Curaçao’s Dutch authorities arrested
the expedition’s leaders. This article assesses the expedition’s
geopolitical ramifications, highlighting how it exacerbated tensions
between the US and the Spanish Empire. It also underscores the
predicament of US officials, both in Washington and across the
Caribbean, who sought to defend US geostrategic goals and the
Union’s maritime trade, even while policing US participation to
illicit activities in the Revolutionary Caribbean.
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Introduction

In August 1822, a handful of ships departed from New York and Philadelphia under the
command of Henri Louis Villaume de Ducoudray-Holstein, an exiled French revolutionary
born in present-day Germanywho had formerly served as an officer in both the Bonapartist
and Bolivarian armies. Sailing under the pretense of lawful trade, the expedition’s secret
target was Puerto Rico, one of the Spanish Empire’s sugar gems in the Caribbean alongside
Cuba. At the head of a force composed by exiled liberals and former Bonapartists from
Europe, US citizens and creoles from all across the Caribbean, Ducoudray’s objective
was to land on Puerto Rico’s weakly defended western coast, to overthrow the local
Spanish government, and to establish an independent republican government. Following
internal conflicts and serious damages at sea, the revolutionary expedition was however
compelled to call at the Dutch colony of Curaçao, where the conspiracy was thwarted
after local authorities seized two of the expedition’s vessels and jailed its main leaders.

In March 1822, the US federal government had officially recognized the independence
of several former Spanish colonies across the Americas (Mexico, Peru, Colombia, Chile and
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Buenos Aires), which predictably infuriated Spanish officials, starting with Spain’s minister
in the US, Joaquín de Anduaga.1 Against the backdrop of tense transatlantic relations –
during which the president James Monroe’s administration anxiously kept an eye on Euro-
pean reactions to this new policy of recognition – the involvement of US citizens and mer-
chants in Ducoudray’s failed expedition, as well as Spanish suspicions about its backing by
the US federal government, proved to be diplomatically explosive. The arrest of Ducou-
dray and his fellow revolutionaries in Curaçao sparked heated debates across the Carib-
bean and the Atlantic world, adding yet another bone of contention between the US
and the Spanish Empire.2

Looking at the 1822 Ducoudray-Holstein expedition against Puerto Rico sheds new
light on US foreign policy in an early 1820s Caribbean shaped by the gradual yet incom-
plete demise of the Spanish Empire, the emergence of independent states across Spanish
America, and competition for political and commercial hegemony between the US and
European empires (especially Great Britain, France and Spain). Although in the early
1820s the Union “lacked the capacity to determine outcomes,” as historian Paul Kramer
pointed out, the United States’ 1822 formal recognition of the independence of five
former Spanish colonies represented one of the first expressions of an assertive foreign
policy over the Western Hemisphere on its part.3 While the dissolution of the Spanish
Empire in the Americas had proved to be crucial to the geographical and political consti-
tution of the US nation-state since at least the Louisiana Purchase (1803), the Spanish
American revolutions reshaped the Union’s position in the Western Hemisphere and chal-
lenged its commitment to liberalism and republicanism. The War of 1812 confirmed the
status of the US as a growing Caribbean power, paving the way to its territorial expansion
over the Gulf Coast region, and strengthening its image as a would-be champion of
republicanism, constitutionalism and liberalism in the Americas.

At the same time, the Union’s still fragile standing among the imperial powers of the
Atlantic world led most US statesmen to endorse a foreign policy of non-entanglement
during most of the Monroe presidency (1817–1825). The US foreign policy in the post-
1815 Caribbean space sought to respond to the uncertain and ambiguous dissolution
of the Spanish Empire, to check the progress of European influence in the Caribbean
and northern South America, as well as to protect emerging US political and commercial
interests against the threats of revolutionary enterprises, privateering and piracy. From
the onset of the Early Republic, US statesmen had striven hard to disentangle the
Union from European politics and influence and by 1822, to support the Union’s geostra-
tegic objectives in the Caribbean, they now cautiously moved away from ostensible invol-
vement in the armed struggle between independent republicans and the Spanish Empire
across Spanish America by embracing an official policy of neutrality. The Ducoudray-Hol-
stein expedition, however, generated precisely the kind of transatlantic entanglements
that the US Department of State and its expanding consular network in the Caribbean
sought to distance itself from.4

The study of such imperial entanglements in the Caribbean during the 1820s – a
decade whose transformative impact on the Atlantic world has long been underestimated
– now constitutes a vibrant historiographical field. Scholars have emphasized how ascen-
dant imperial powers such as Great Britain and the US expanded their influence over the
region through a mix of private commercial initiative and public diplomacy that de facto
reshaped the balance of (imperial) power in the Caribbean. They have shed light on how,
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guided by their own geopolitical and economic interests, both nations sought to either
contain, or capitalize on the effects of revolutionary projects that challenged established
imperial powers. Both dynamics were felt especially acutely during the Spanish American
wars for independence, whose long-term outcome (the emergence of a multiplicity of
new American states separated from Spain) was far from settled or irreversible by the
early 1820s.

Against the backdrop of revolutionary upheavals, studies have also pointed out the
resilience and transformation of long-established imperial structures, with a focus on
how new transatlantic imperial regimes were forged, including short-lived attempts at
constitutional monarchism. In the case of the Spanish Empire’s transatlantic reform, scho-
lars have shown how colonial subjecthood and governance were reshaped by the tension
between the politics of integration between metropolis and colonies (the Cádiz Consti-
tution of 1812 being a case in point) and separation (an opposite entrenchment of
legal regimes of exception for colonial territories). Over the last two decades, this varie-
gated historiography on Empires in the Caribbean has shown that such intra-imperial
developments and metropolis-colonies relations cannot be studied in isolation within dis-
crete imperial spaces matching national boundaries, but rather should be understood as
constitutive of – and shaped by – a larger transimperial space. Within the academic litera-
ture on Caribbean imperial entanglements, however, the relevance of the Ducoudray
expedition for US foreign policy in the early 1820s Caribbean remains largely unexplored.

The historiography on the roots of the Monroe Doctrine, for instance, seldommentions
the Ducoudray-Holstein expedition as an episode worthy of attention. Yet, as this article
suggests, the expedition and its aftermath illustrate how influential the concern to police
and pacify the Caribbean was in the making of US foreign policy, culminating in the
Monroe Doctrine in the early 1820s. It epitomizes the precarious balance of neutrality,
caution and forming interest that characterized US foreign policy in the region, under-
pinned by an embryonic though clearly growing consular service.5

By contrast with the short-lived privateer polities of Galveston in Texas and Amelia
Island in Florida, Ducoudray’s aborted conspiracy against Puerto Rico has drawn limited
attention from scholars on the early nineteenth-century “masterless Caribbean” with
the recent exception of Vanessa Mongey’s Rogue Revolutionaries.6 The expedition had
ramifications for political revolution and insurgency in the Caribbean in the 1820s that
have long remained unexplored. The expedition provides a prism from which to
observe how US, Spanish, and even Dutch geostrategic interests clashed in the region
and how their respective diplomatic corps were set in motion by the illicit actions of
the actors who composed the Revolutionary Caribbean such as Ducoudray and his men.

The Revolutionary Caribbean of the early 1820s was a motley constellation of political
actors that de facto subverted – politically and economically – the prevailing imperial
structures of the Caribbean. Its secretive web of political upheaval, economic ascent
and social mobility constituted an alternative and radical geography of power that chal-
lenged imperial claims to sovereignty and the hegemony of established polities. At its
prime, the post-1815 Revolutionary Caribbean connected Scandinavian and Dutch free
ports across the Caribbean, the state of Haiti, privateering outposts such as Amelia
Island, Galveston and Margarita Island, South American coastal cities such as Cartagena
and La Guayra, as well as remote geographical locations such as Cozumel and Isla
Mujeres in Mexico, and the Mosquito Coast in Central America, among other locations.
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It was forged not only by Spanish American privateers and exiled people, smugglers, free
people of color, self-emancipated slaves, political radicals and adventurers, exiled Euro-
pean liberals, a multifaceted US and Caribbean mercantile class, but also occasionally
by colonial authorities themselves.

These diverse actors coalesced into fluid alliances based on shared values or pecuniary
interests that challenged the dominant imperial Caribbean. As recently emphasized by
Jeppe Mulich, many of these actors tacitly engaged in this transimperial subversive
web, such as when complicit colonial administrators took bribes in exchange for
turning a blind eye to the sale of unlawfully captured prizes by privateers, the introduc-
tion of smuggled merchandises, or the illegal arrival of enslaved captives in their jurisdic-
tion. As a result, while it differed from the politico-legal structures of power that sought to
carve a sovereign and well-demarcated imperial geography into the Caribbean space, the
Revolutionary Caribbean at least partly overlapped with the established imperial Carib-
bean.7 Yet the projects of political revolution and personal enrichment of these actors
undermined the United States’ position in the post-1815 global order in several ways.
Besides putting US maritime trade in the Caribbean at risk, the participation of US
nationals in the Revolutionary Caribbean jeopardized the Union’s fragile relations with
its neighboring imperial powers in the Caribbean and threatened to tarnish its reputation
as a treaty-worthy state in the Atlantic world.

This article uses the Ducoudray-Holstein expedition as case in point to illustrate the
intersection of US foreign policy and the Revolutionary Caribbean during the early
1820s. It relies upon US congressional records and consular archives, diplomatic corre-
spondence from the US and Spain, Dutch judicial records, as well as newspaper articles
from both sides of the Atlantic Ocean. It begins by examining the preparation and
thwarted execution of the expedition, framing it within a wider revolutionary process
that challenged imperial power in the Caribbean. It then explores the geopolitical ramifi-
cations of the Ducoudray-Holstein expedition, with a focus on how its fallout exacerbated
tensions between Spanish Empire and the US. Finally, it focuses on the trials of the main
leaders, the vessels and their cargoes in Curaçao, as well as on how the US consul in
Curaçao sought to defend emerging US political and mercantile interests from the
threat of the Revolutionary Caribbean.

“A chimera of the wildest nature”: the failed Republic of Boricua

Ducoudray-Holstein’s expedition took place in 1822, during the heyday of Spanish Amer-
ican privateering against Spanish imperial maritime trade, and was part of this longer
history that deeply shaped the Atlantic world during the Age of Revolution. By outfitting
the expedition’s vessels in New York and Philadelphia, Ducoudray and his fellow revolu-
tionaries stood among many other Atlantic rebels who used the United States as a base
for their privateering and insurgent activities in the Caribbean.

In the long sequence of revolutionary operations against the Spanish Empire, Francisco
de Miranda’s 1806 expedition to Venezuela, Gutiérrez de Lara’s forays into Spanish Texas,
Francisco Xavier Mina and Louis-Michel Aury’s expeditions along the coasts of New Spain,
all originated and departed from US territory. Letters of marque for privateering were
issued on behalf of the independent governments of Spanish America in the port cities
of Baltimore, Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Norfolk, Savannah as well as New Orleans,
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and local merchants financed privateering and revolutionary expeditions under the flags
of the independent nations of Spanish America.8

The personal backgrounds of the leaders of the Ducoudray-Holstein expedition further
embedded it within a longer trajectory of revolution, as recently stressed by Vanessa
Mongey. The Brandenburg-born Henri Louis Villaume de Ducoudray, who operated
under the moniker Ducoudray-Holstein, had served in the French Republican Army
from 1793 onwards. He reached Philadelphia in 1813, retreating from conflicts within
the Bonapartist army into exile. Ducoudray later joined Louis-Michel Aury’s privateering
crew in its defense of the insurgent city of Cartagena de Indias, during the siege led by
Spanish field marshal Pablo Morillo (August–December 1815). Following the fall of Carta-
gena, the revolutionary fled to Haiti alongside Neogranadan and Venezuelan refugees.
Residing in Les Cayes until 1820, Ducoudray made a living as a music teacher and a book-
store keeper, only leaving for short periods to take part in Simón Bolívar’s expeditions
from Haiti to Venezuela. Ducoudray later settled in the Dutch colony of Curaçao in
1820, home to many exiled republicans, especially those seeking refuge from northern
South America.

While residing in Curaçao, Ducoudray met French settlers with radical tendencies who
resided in western Puerto Rico. In late 1821, he received a visit “from some rich foreigners
who were well settled in the island of Puerto Rico” according to his own narrative of the
episode. He had previously rejected privateering commissions from Mexico and Buenos
Aires, intending to retreat from insurgent enterprises, and initially refused the offer to
lead a revolution against Spanish rule in Puerto Rico. But when the “rich foreigners”
came back with new guarantees a month later, including $18.000 to pay for the chartering
of vessels, Ducoudray changed his mind and sprung into action. In March 1822, he per-
sonally journeyed from Curaçao to the Danish colony of Saint Thomas in order to
recruit more revolutionaries across the Caribbean.9

Another ringleader of the Puerto Rico expedition was a certain Baptist Irvine. Irvine was
a former journalist, who had served as editor of various publications. These included the
Baltimore Whig (the city’s main Democratic newspaper) during the first decade of the
nineteenth century, the New York Columbian in the mid-1810s, and the Washington City
Gazette during the early 1820s. Irvine had been closely involved in the wars of indepen-
dence. During the late 1810s, he had been sent on a mission as US representative in Vene-
zuela to assess the military breakthrough of the Spanish American patriots in the Spanish
Main, and to seek compensation in the case of US vessels irregularly seized by Colombian
privateers. In the US, Irvine was also personally acquainted with agents dispatched by the
new Spanish American governments, such as Manuel Torres from Colombia, as well as
with exiled revolutionaries, such as José Miguel Carrera from Chile.10

The third leading figure in the Ducoudray-Holstein expedition was Nicolas-George
Jeannet-Oudin. As Vanessa Mongey has noted, Jeannet-Oudin’s political roots likewise
lay firmly in the Revolutionary Caribbean. As a former Commissioner for the National Con-
vention in French Guyana (1793), Commissioner for Guadeloupe (1798), as well as partici-
pant in the short-lived Champ d’Asile settlement in Spanish Texas (1818), Jeannet-Oudin
was an old hand of the Revolutionary Atlantic. Together, these men’s experiences of and
ties to the Revolutionary Caribbean profoundly shaped the expedition of 1822.11

Puerto Rico in 1822 constituted the ideal target for a revolutionary enterprise. The
island was militarily depleted by the wars of independence in Spanish America, with
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both local soldiers and resources primarily directed to the fight against the patriots in
Tierra Firme. The western coast of Puerto Rico, in particular, was left loosely defended
due to structural neglect and a military drain caused by the conflict between Spain and
her former colonies in the Americas. In addition, local revolutionary instigators of the con-
spiracy planned to use the island’s enslaved population as a fifth column (about 22,000 by
1820, which was admittedly less than 10 percent of the total population), by creating con-
ditions for a slave revolt that would break out simultaneously with arrival of the maritime
expedition.

As David Geggus has argued, the growth of sugar and coffee production based on
enslaved labor in Spanish Puerto Rico, second only to that of Cuba, spoke volumes
about the resilience of colonialism and plantation slavery in parts of the Americas in
the Age of Revolution.12 Puerto Rico was profoundly reshaped by the “Second Slavery”
and Spanish imperial rule over the island tightened in the midst of the revolutionary
Atlantic. In an attempt to both crush the independence movement and develop the
colony, a Real Cédula (royal decree) issued in 1815 laid out liberal conditions of settlement
for foreigners.13

The underlying aim of the expedition to Puerto Rico was to overthrow imperial rule and
establish the República de Boricua, renaming the island with its Taíno name (Boriken),
taking inspiration from the precedent set by Haiti. Ducoudray had prepared a series of
proclamations and official documents in support to the planned revolution, including a
solemn declaration of independence of the Republic of Boricua, partly modeled on the
1776 Declaration of Independence of the US, a constitution, instructions to foreign
officers serving in the army of the new republic, an appeal to foreign settlers for the colo-
nization of the island, as well as blank forms of merit.14 The project – an hybrid “political
bricolage” as Vanessa Mongey puts it –was decidedly liberal, but just as with the freeboo-
ters of Amelia Island half a decade before them, the leaders’ commitment to racial equal-
ity was ambiguous at best, favoring the social emancipation of free blacks while
simultaneously preserving slavery as an institution, as stated in the third article of Bori-
cua’s provisional constitution.15

Beneath the disguise of a commercial venture destined for the Scandinavian colonies
of the Caribbean, the outfitting of the expedition’s vessels in Philadelphia and New York
left little doubt about the revolutionary nature of the expedition. TheMary, insured by the
Patapsco Insurance Company (Baltimore), was loaded in Philadelphia “with a quantity of
muskets, sabres, pistols, cartridges, gunpowder, and other munitions of war,” alongside
more mundane goods such as flour bread, beef, pork, rum, wine, soap, hats, medicine,
candles as well as saddles.16 The Mary’s captain, Aaron Burns, left a narrative of the mar-
itime expedition in his correspondence with the vessel’s owner, merchant Thomas
Watson.

On 11 August 1822, theMary left the Atlantic seaboard. It cruised off Barnegat two days
later, where it was supposed to meet two other vessels, the Selina and the Andrew
Jackson, the property of New York merchants William Gold and William Agnew. The
three vessels did not meet off Barnegat, however, presumably on account of the fact
that the Selina and the Andrew Jackson had by then barely left New York. After their
missed rendezvous along the US coasts, the Mary, Andrew Jackson and Selina sailed to
Saint Barthélemy, a Swedish colony since 1783, their first place of call. As a free port in
a neutral colony, Saint Barthélemy was a natural stopover for a journey of this kind. It
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was one of a handful of harbors, including Saint Eustatius (Dutch) and Saint Thomas
(Danish), where radical free blacks, exiled revolutionaries, and merchants trading in con-
traband or illegally-acquired goods, could freely circulate, seek refuge, and do business.
Johan Norderling, the Swedish governor of Saint Barthélemy since 1819, was for instance
notoriously lenient with privateers unloading unlawful prizes, as well as being complicit in
the illicit activities of smugglers and slave traders. Local residents provided both financial
and political support to the independent republics formed across Spanish America. In
Saint Barthélemy, the expedition’s leaders therefore expected a modicum of protection
from the colonial authorities.17

According to Burns, theMary reached the port of Gustavia on 8 September 1822. While
calling at Saint Barthélemy on their way to the second planned stopover of Saint Thomas,
the insurgents recruited new volunteers (mostly Afro-Caribbean men) and – with the
intermediation of US-born Spanish American privateer captain James Chaytor – acquired
the Eendracht, a brig sailing under Dutch colors. Under pressure from local residents skep-
tical about the alleged commercial character of the expedition, which seemed inconsist-
ent with the fact that the original two brigs and schooner were clearly loaded with arms,
ammunition and provisions, Norderling eventually ordered off the vessels and began
informing his imperial counterparts across the Caribbean, especially those in Puerto
Rico and Guadeloupe. The Swedish authorities also proceeded to arrest a prominent
free creole named Philippe “Titus” Bigard, a Guadeloupean acquaintance of Jeannet-
Oudin, on charges of inciting black people from Saint Eustatius, Saint Martin and Saint
Kitts to join the expedition. At this stage, the maritime conspiracy had given rise to
several rumors. While the revolutionary expedition’s presumed targets also included
the French Caribbean, especially the island of Guadeloupe, as many of the Afro-Caribbean
conspirators originally came from the island, Haiti’s involvement was suspected after a
free black from Saint Martin made the curious allegation that “twenty four vessels [had
been] fitted out from the Haitian Government” for the insurgents.18

Such rumors, although unfounded, are however understandable given the context,
and considering the involvement of numerous Afro-Caribbean men. In February 1822,
the Republic of Haiti, unified under the leadership of Jean-Pierre Boyer since 1820 after
a long internal conflict, had invaded the eastern part of Hispaniola in support of a pro-
independence movement led by José Núñez de Cáceres. To Spanish and French colonial
administrators, the recent takeover of Santo Domingo made the theory of Haitian support
to a revolutionary expedition and its instigation of a “race war” in Puerto Rico or Guade-
loupe entirely plausible. Such concerns were by no means new: rumors of Haiti’s revolu-
tionary influence had surfaced in Cuba during the 1812 Aponte Rebellion, and on many
earlier occasions.19

While the Andrew Jackson eventually parted ways with the expedition, the three other
vessels sailed northward just a few miles off Gustavia to the island to La Fourchue (also
known as Five islands) as a short stopover on their way to western Puerto Rico. La Four-
chue was a jurisdictional limbo of sort: while the island was nominally under Swedish
sovereignty, colonial authorities on Saint Barthélemy refrained from exerting authority
on it. The island was left, de facto, to privateers, smugglers and slave traders. Should
any trouble break out because of their activities, Swedish colonial authorities could
always claim plausible deniability: when found politically convenient they simply did
not rule over La Fourchue.20 Yet when news that a French navy squadron recently
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dispatched to Saint Barthélemy threatened to thwart their plans, Ducoudray and his men
left. Meanwhile, internal conflicts started heating up. According to captain Aaron Burns,
“after being at sea about six to eight hours,” Ducoudray and Irvine decided to proceed
to La Guayra in the Republic of Colombia, a formally independent state since December
1819, in the hope of securing the Colombian commission that Ducoudray had falsely
pledged to be carrying, much to the anger of part of the crew.

While sailing south to La Guayra, the Eendracht underwent serious damages, and
“made so much water” that evading the Spanish blockade of Tierra Firme was unconcei-
vable. In a kind of internal putsch – a frequent occurrence in revolutionary and privateer-
ing expeditions across the post-1815 Caribbean – led by the “French” faction, “mostly
black and of the lowest class” in Burns’s words, the Mary forcibly welcomed 26 of the
insurgents who had sailed aboard the Eendracht. Both vessels sailed to the Dutch
colony of Curaçao, thereby parting ways with the Selina. But by that time, it became
clear that Ducoudray’s expedition was doomed to remain a “chimera of the wildest
nature,” as Burns put it.21

Due to recruitment from all across the Caribbean, by the time of its arrival in Curaçao
on 20 September 1822, the expedition had grown from about 60 men – a North Carolina-
born eyewitness account saw the vessels calling at Gustavia, with “each having about
twenty passengers” – to about 100, not counting unarmed co-conspirators. At the
request of Spanish admiral Ángel Laborde of the Ligera, calling at Curaçao as part of its
maritime operations against the South American patriots, Ducoudray and his officers
were officially detained in Fort Amsterdam on 23 September 1822.22 The official motive
for the arrest was that, upon inquiry, the Eendracht had turned out to have been
sailing under forged Dutch papers. Although the expedition did not target the Dutch Car-
ibbean as such, Curaçao’s governor Paul R. Cantzlaar furthermore had little interest in
turning a blind eye on an expedition that would rely on a slave insurrection: the
looming threat of revolutionary contagion across the Caribbean was simply too present.

The response of the Dutch colonial government in Willemstad to Ducoudray’s
expedition reflects its peculiar predicament in the Caribbean imperial concert of nation.
On the one hand, Curaçao was a site of free trade, and its governors had to show a cor-
responding commitment to the free movement of people and ideas. On the other hand,
they had to contend with the recurrent threats posed by the myriad actors who might
imperil Dutch geopolitical interests – in this case, the maintenance of peaceful Dutch-
Spanish relations. The fact that the expedition was thwarted in Curaçao, a longtime
hub for inter-imperial smuggling and refuge for political radicals, is ironic given the
island’s prominent place in the Revolutionary Caribbean during the early modern
period and the Age of Revolution. By the time of the Boricua conspiracy, while the
island was home to many exiled republicans from the Spanish Main, traded with South
American merchants, Curaçao also maintained some commercial relations with Haiti
based on its regime of free trade and political neutrality.23

Meanwhile, a crackdown on the insurgents was already under way in Puerto Rico. Ten
days before Ducoudray’s detention in Curaçao, three residents of Fajardo had accused a
free black native from Guadeloupe and resident of Naguabo named Pierre Dubois of
involvement with the revolutionary conspiracy. Dubois’ forces were to meet Ducoudray’s,
which Dubois reportedly fantasized would be composed by about 27 vessels, 600 men
and 10.000 rifles, after the expedition’s landing near Añasco, in western Puerto Rico.
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Disembarking near Añasco would have been a prelude to their march on Mayagüez, the
envisioned capital of Boricua, where many refugees from Saint-Domingue and the French
Caribbean had settled from the 1790s onwards. Dubois was publicly executed on 12
October 1822.

Across the island, tensions rose: in Guayama, rumors of a slave conspiracy in support of
the revolutionaries led by a certain “Carlos Romano,” a free black of Dutch origin, began
spreading and led to the execution of two enslaved men.24 When Joel Poinsett, the US
representative sent to Mexico, called at Puerto Rico on his way to Veracruz to protest
on the detrimental impact of the recent increase of Spanish privateering on US maritime
trade, he noted in his diary how the Spanish colonial authorities had received news of the
intended expedition and slave insurrection a few days before his arrival.25

Beyond Puerto Rico, the inter-imperial web of the Caribbean sprang into action, with a
high degree of cooperation across national lines between high-ranking imperial officers,
as previously suggested by Norderling’s communication with his Caribbean counterparts,
which reached Puerto Rico two days after Dubois’ denunciation on 13 September 1822. A
few weeks after Ducoudray’s arrest, for instance, the Danish governor of Saint Thomas,
Peter Carl Frederick von Scholten, informed Puerto Rico’s military governor and Captain
General, Miguel de la Torre (a veteran of the Venezuelan wars), about the suspected invol-
vement of two free blacks, Pierre Binet (Dubois’s nephew) and Louis Pinau, in the
conspiracy.26

The revolutionary Caribbean and the fragility of the US-Spanish
diplomatic equilibrium

By the end of 1822, news of the expedition reached metropolitan Spain. It further strained
US-Spanish relations in the wake of the US recognition of independence of the Spanish
American States in March 1822. The fiery state of contemporary Spanish politics made
such news all the more sensitive when they reached the Iberian Peninsula. In January
1820, in Cádiz, a mutiny led Colonel Rafael del Riego y Nuñez broke out within the
Spanish expeditionary corps bound to the Americas. The liberal government that was
formed in its wake soon reestablished the Cádiz Constitution and drastically restricted
the prerogatives held by Ferdinand VII. In 1822, the general elections or Cortes Generales,
paved the way to the formation of a government led by the more radical faction of the
liberals or exaltados.

The entrenchment of constitutional liberalism, however, sparked a spectacular conser-
vative backlash and rising support to the restoration of Ferdinand VII’s absolutism. A
regency government, led by Ferdinand’s partisans, was set up in Urgell and pockets of
civil war blossomed across Spain. Outside of the peninsula, during the Congress of
Verona (October-December 1822), the Holy Alliance, a reactionary league uniting
Russia, Austria and Prussia, began contemplating a monarchist intervention into Spain
to restore absolute powers to Ferdinand VII. This conflation of domestic and foreign
threats to the Spanish liberal government made Spanish officials on both sides of the
Atlantic extremely wary of potentially hostile developments such as the Ducoudray
expedition against Puerto Rico.

For all they knew at this stage, the expedition could very well be interpreted as an
attempt by the US to take advantage of Spain’s domestic turmoil during this particularly
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tense phase of the Trienio Liberal (1820–1823).27 The Spanish press published reports –
originally published in Puerto Rico (El Noticioso) as well as in Cuba – on the Boricua
affair alongside official condemnations of the plot from Puerto Rico’s authorities made
at the time of Dubois’s execution. They especially stressed the involvement of US citizens
in the revolutionary expedition. The press in the Dutch Caribbean and the Netherlands
simultaneously singled out the US as a breeding ground for revolutionaries and “despe-
rate persons” (“wanhopige personen”), as the Curaçaosche Courant put it.28

Diplomatic reactions followed. Joaquín de Anduaga, Spain’s minister to the US, soon
protested against the expedition. In his correspondence with US Secretary of State
John Quincy Adams, Anduaga sought to obtain responses on an incident that, according
to him, had “fixed the attention of all Europe,” and requested an explicit condemnation
from the US government. The minister viewed the public nature of the expedition’s
departure from New York and Philadelphia as evidence of “the criminality or negligence,
which has appeared in the officers of the United States.” Anduaga also urged the US gov-
ernment to disavow the conduct of the US ship Cyane which, after following the tracks of
the Mary and the Eendracht on their way to Curaçao, had pressed for the delivery of the
incarcerated Baptist Irvine. In an ironic twist, the Dutch authorities had rejected the
demand on the grounds that Irvine had relinquished his rights as a US citizen by becom-
ing citizen of the so-called Republic of Boricua. But the request by the Cyane’s officers
suggested – in the mind of the Spanish minister – a degree of connivance with the revo-
lutionaries. Were the latter not to be officially disavowed, he feared it would “give rise to
consequences which it is impossible to admit.”

Escalation was not so far off. Three months later, Anduaga’s patience with the US
executive branch’s silence had fully run out. The tone of a new dispatch to Adams
suggests how indignant the Spanish minister had now become. In this letter, Anduaga
essentially challenged the US government’s honesty regarding the incident, and
suggested that his superiors in metropolitan Spain had begun to feel the same way.
Tying the affair back to its US roots, Anduaga underscored how it “appeared to [them]
extraordinary that the President should have been ignorant of preparations made with
so little secrecy, and that a collection of men, and of ships, laden with munitions of
war, in the ports nearest to the capital, should have been able to be concealed from
him.” To Anduaga, the expedition constituted a breach of US neutrality and the laws of
nations which “stain[ed] the good faith and reputation of this republic.” Peace between
the US and Spain was at stake: Anduaga saw the US government’s suspected tacit com-
plicity at best, active support at worst, to the plot as an “hostile measure” not far short of a
genuine casus belli. His reasoning was as follows: if conversely, ships had departed from
Spanish ports to attack US possessions with outright indifference on the part of Spain to
US protests, the US government would legitimately consider the whole enterprise an
“hostile measure.”29

Anduaga’s strong reaction stemmed from his awareness of how economically and pol-
itically vital the sugar colonies of Cuba and Puerto Rico had become for the Spanish
Empire by the early nineteenth-century. Moreover, at least some of the minister’s suspi-
cions that the Monroe administration was turning a blind eye to revolutionaries and pri-
vateers sailing under the flags of the new independent states of Spanish America were
well founded.30 The US government professed neutrality during the conflict that pitted
the Spanish Empire against its (former) American colonies, yet in practice this neutral
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policy mostly played in favor of the South American insurgents. From the mid-1810s on,
US merchants openly traded with port cities in the new states of Spanish America, and
signed contracts with Spanish American patriots for arms, ammunitions and other military
equipment, while Spanish American privateers fitted out in US ports, especially Baltimore
and New Orleans.31

US official non-involvement in the conflict was reaffirmed through a couple of Neu-
trality Acts passed in 1817 and 1818. In 1819, while several legal cases were underway
in Baltimore against insurgent privateers that had violated US laws, an “Act to protect
the commerce of the United States and punish the crime of piracy” was passed. Legis-
lation that banned foreign armed vessels from US ports as a way to actively curtail
their use by foreign privateers, especially Baltimore’s, was also passed, although yielding
mixed results. In addition, prior to the 1822 recognition, unofficial agents from the yet
unrecognized new states such as Aguirre and Gómez from Buenos Aires and Manuel
Torres from Colombia roamed US cities looking for loans as well as arms shipments to
use against the Spanish Empire. Meanwhile, many US citizens professed notions of
(pan-)American solidarity and joined revolutionary enterprises across the Americas, for
instance in the filibustering-privateering enclaves of Galveston and Amelia Island
during the second half of the 1810s.

Assaults on Spanish sovereignty by US nationals and officials were a particularly sore
spot in the relationship between the Union and Spain. Only over the four years preceding
the Puerto Rico expedition, such bones of contention included General Andrew Jackson’s
expedition against Amelia Island, his pursuit of the Seminoles into Florida and unauthor-
ized capture of Pensacola during the first part of 1818, as well as James Long’s expeditions
into Spanish Texas between 1819 and 1821. The strained negotiations of the Transconti-
nental Treaty over Florida and the western boundary between the US and the Spanish
Empire, with the treaty’s provisions eventually taking effect in February 1821, only
added to the grievances Spain felt towards the US.32

Since the first decade of the century, newspaper articles, pamphlets and travel
accounts published in the US informed an incipient public opinion about the birth of
the new republics across Spanish America. US public opinion was divided: popular enthu-
siasm for republicanism, liberalism and free trade as enticing horizons arising from the
revolutions was often tempered by skepticism about the new states’ capacity for self-gov-
ernment, political and social stability, and abidance to republican and liberal insti-
tutions.33 It was in this particular context, marked by lingering uncertainties regarding
future military and political developments across Spanish America, that news of the
Ducoudray expedition reached the US in October 1822.34

Despite their overall support for the Spanish American patriots, and their critique of the
US federal administration’s policy of neutrality, newspapers across the Eastern seaboard
explicitly condemned the Boricua expedition (the Baltimore Federal Gazettewas an excep-
tion to the rule). Most editors focused their critique on the plot’s geostrategic repercus-
sions for the Union itself, and stressed the US government’s denial of prior knowledge
and connivance, thereby contributing to a larger effort to detach the revolutionary enter-
prise from its US roots by casting it as the endeavor of exalted and lawless freebooters. 35

The National Intelligencer, although deliberately withholding compromising information
on some of the “persons engaged” in the affair “deluded into it by false representations,”
viewed the expedition as “another Amelia Island affair” since the revolutionaries had “no
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commission from any power whatever.”36 By contrast, other newspapers acknowledged
the US origins of the expedition as a matter of grave concern, at a time when the US
navy was busy fighting a boom in piracy in the Spanish Caribbean. The Niles’ Weekly Reg-
ister for example considered that:

There is something wrong in this business, something apparently disgraceful to our country,
and on which it would be well to excite attention and enquiry at Washington. The piracies
abroad give us trouble enough; let us have no domestic expeditions that have any resem-
blance to piracy. 37

As stressed by the Boricua controversy, the US federal government had to navigate in-
between conflicting pressures that trumped its own sympathy for the spread of republi-
can ideals and institutions across the Americas. First, it had to take into account the preva-
lent sympathy across the Union for the Spanish American patriots, translated into a
principle of continental solidary based on republican and liberal values. Second, it
sought to defend and promote emerging US commercial and political interests in
spaces where Spanish imperial rule was slowly and ambiguously disintegrating, while
maintaining friendly relations with the European monarchies. Specifically, it was keen
to avoid war with Spain and her British ally, which implied distancing itself from revolu-
tionary enterprises against the Spanish Caribbean. The importance of US-Cuban trade for
the economy of the Atlantic seaboard made war against Spain all the more
unappealing.38

In addition, although after the War of 1812 the Union experienced an unusual period
of peace at home, the so-called “Era of Good Feelings,” and vis-à-vis foreign perils, it
remained an unfinished and fragile institutional project. By 1822, domestic politics in
the US were still fraught with conflicts regarding states’ rights versus federal preroga-
tives (with a risk of breakup in multiple confederacies), debates over slavery as mani-
fested in the Missouri crisis, as well as by the financial and budgetary crisis inherited
from the Panic of 1819.39 Besides these internal divides, the Union remained in a pos-
ition of relative weakness in relation to European powers, politically, militarily, and com-
mercially speaking. In the minds of US statesmen, such weakness could pave the way to
a “Europeanisation” of the Western Hemisphere. First, even though the War of 1812 had
consolidated the position of the US as an incipient hemispheric power, the Union’s
power in the Caribbean paled in comparison with Britain’s regional influence. US states-
men had a pervasive fear of British interference, not least because of Britain’s sway on
independent nations across Spanish America that arose from its military, commercial
and financial hegemony.

Any war or revolution would likely result in British intervention, likely resulting in British
territorial aggrandizement over foreign possessions, – the most dreaded of which, for US
statesmen, was Cuba. Second, in Europe, the Holy Alliance, regained strength in the wake
of the 1822 Congress of Verona, – it would eventually back France’s monarchist invasion
of liberal Spain during the spring of 1823. To many US statesmen, the revival of such Euro-
pean antiliberal coalition seemed an alarming prelude to the establishment of new mon-
archies in Spanish America, by force or otherwise, as the foundation of the Mexican
Empire in September 1821 further suggested. Led by the Holy Alliance, a larger
“crusade against revolutionary principles,” as the US agent in Colombia put it, would
likely break out across Spanish America.40
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With these internal and external variables in mind, by the time of the Ducoudray
expedition, US statesmen were still deeply divided on the policy to adopt regarding
the protracted and uncertain American collapse of the Spanish Empire. What they all
agreed on, however, was how crucial developments in the American empire of
Spain and the larger “problem of neighborhood,” as James E. Lewis puts it, had
become for the Union’s own sovereignty, unity and prosperity. While Speaker of the
House Henry Clay advocated an enthusiastic Pan-American stance, which called for
providing political and even material support to the former colonies of Spain,
Adams stuck to non-interference and limited entanglement in the so-called “South
American” question, following the lines of Washington’s Farewell Address in 1796.41

The federal government followed what a scholar has termed a policy of “watchful
waiting.” Before March 1822, the administration had resisted pressure for official recog-
nition from public opinion and Congress, the most serious of which came when Clay
introduced a motion for recognition in the House of Representatives that was even-
tually rejected in March 1818.42

In order to sustain and, if necessary, adapt, its policy of “watchful waiting,” the Monroe
administration commissioned agents across the Caribbean and South America, to keep
track of the latest developments of the wars of independence in Spanish America.
While Baptist Irvine traveled to Venezuela during the spring of 1818, Caesar Rodney
and John Graham sailed aboard the corvette Congress to Brazil, Buenos Aires, the
Banda Oriental – present-day Uruguay – as well as, on their way back to the US, the
Spanish Main. Their main missions were to ascertain the nature and “probable durability”
of local governments, the strength and structure of military forces, port locations and the
availability of saleable goods, as well as political and commercial dispositions towards the
United States. In their meetings with South American patriots, Rodney and Graham were
also instructed to call out the participation of US citizens in privateering ventures, the
armament of privateers in US ports, and the fact that admiralty courts determining the
adjudication of prizes frequently connived with privateers, to the recurrent detriment
of US property.43

Charles Todd’s mission as confidential agent to Colombia from 1820 on similarly
sought to “promote and maintain relations of friendship and reciprocal good will,” to
“obtain indemnity for certain individual claims of citizens of the United States” in the
cases of the Paloma, Tiger and Liberty (all these US vessels captured by Colombian priva-
teers), and to provide intelligence on political and military developments (most impor-
tantly, the Congress of Cucuta in early 1821). Such early fact-finding missions were
crucial in paving the way to the expansion of the US consular service in the early
1820s, which in turn would prove essential in defending the emergence of US interests
in the Western Hemisphere.44

Most US citizens and statesmen considered Puerto Rico and Cuba as “natural appen-
dages to the North American continent,” as John Quincy Adams once put it, bound in
the long term to integrate the Union. From 1822 on, the dispatch of a large US navy squa-
dron to suppress an increase in piracy stemming from both islands seemed to signal the
Union’s emerging local influence. Although targeting Spain as a contending power in the
Caribbean, the Ducoudray expedition was not as amicable to US foreign goals as it
seemed at first glance. Prospects of a war, a potential European intervention in the Car-
ibbean, and even a British takeover of Puerto Rico, all made projects of revolution in
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Puerto Rico a potential threat for the Union. In this context, the controversial claim made
by Ducoudray, first to his men, and second to the general public, that he had received the
explicit backing of the federal government turned out to be particularly sensitive to
handle for the Monroe administration.45

At a time when the outcome of the wars for independence between Spain and her
former colonies remained difficult to ascertain, US agents across the Caribbean seemed
wary of the Holy Alliance’s reaction to the Ducoudray incident, and the involvement of
US citizens was particularly embarrassing. For instance, Robert Monroe Harrison, US
consul in Saint Barthélemy, regretted the involvement of Americans “not only of splendid
talents, but who have heretofore held honorable and confidential situations under our
Government, and who, I fear, will be forever lost to the country.”46 As soon as the incident
broke out in Curaçao, the local US consul Cortland L. Parker, from New Jersey, sprang into
action.47

The Dutch government did not officially recognize his consulship, which somewhat
complicated his mission on the island. By mid-October 1822, however, Parker reported
his success in providing passports for the return of thirteen “young Americans, who
have been shamefully deceived into an expedition which could bring on them nothing
but disgrace and destruction,” but he seemed anxious that the plot might be “the fore-
runner of others against the West India islands of every power in Europe.”48 Apart from
representing the interest of these “several young men from the United States, mostly citi-
zens, and of considerable respectability” on board the Mary, who he managed to repatri-
ate, the consul strived to get the cargo of the Eendracht released on behalf of the
American merchants who had a share in the expedition.49

Parker’s defense of US interests in Curaçao took place at a time of considerable expan-
sion of the US consular network. Between March 1823 and July 1824, for instance, US
consuls were appointed across the Republic of Colombia to several cities such as Carta-
gena, Panama, Maracaibo, Angostura, Guayaquil and Puerto Cabello, in addition to the
preexisting US consulate in La Guayra. Such deployment was not trivial, given the Repub-
lic of Colombia’s strategic position at the crossroad between the Caribbean and South
America, a region upon which much remained to be discovered for US officials, including
policy positions and trade logistics. US consuls across the Caribbean and South America
turned out to be crucial in taking the pulse of the Americas, to check on European actions
in the continent and assess the viability of revolutionary projects as well as their abidance
to republican principles of government. This network of intelligence proved essential in
handling the Ducoudray-Holstein incident in a way that would protect incipient US inter-
ests in the region.50

Understanding that the stakes were high, on 12 December 1822, the House of Repre-
sentatives approved with a large majority Federalist representative for New York Cad-
wallader David Colden’s resolution requesting the federal government to provide
detailed information regarding the expedition. The administration complied. In February
1823, President James Monroe delivered the executive’s report on what he qualified an
“unlawful and contemptible adventure.” Dispatches from US consuls composed a sig-
nificant part of this report. The secretaries of State and Treasury also submitted their
own inquiries to the US District Attorney for Pennsylvania, in which both collectors in
New York and Philadelphia testified that preparations for the expedition had eluded
their attention.51 On the basis of this report, Secretary of State John Quincy Adams
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anxiously sought to reassure Spanish officials of his government’s official stance of neu-
trality in this conflict that pitted Spain against her former American colonies.

The federal government sought to avoid giving the impression of openly siding with
revolutionaries targeting Spanish colonies, at a time when the US government cautiously
waited for European reactions to its official recognition of the independent states across
the Americas in March 1822. The Secretary of State’s instructions to John Forsyth, US min-
ister to Spain, in early January 1823 reflect this concern. Adams sought to exonerate the
federal government from responsibility by stressing that the US administration had no
prior knowledge of the expedition before receiving information from Saint Barthélemy.
Furthermore, Adams underlined how the masters of the vessels and the “misguided citi-
zens of the United States” who had taken part in the adventure had been deceived by
Ducoudray. With the foreign general cast as unique ringleader, US citizens were therefore
not to blame. In sum, Forsyth’s mission to Spain was clear: to “assure [the Spanish Govern-
ment] that this Government knew nothing of this expedition before the departure of the
vessels from the United States.” Adams further stressed this argument by pointing out
that the expedition had also escaped the vigilance of the numerous Spanish agents resid-
ing in the US. Anduaga remained unimpressed by such denials, however, compelling
Adams to forward similar instructions to Forsyth’s successor in Madrid, Hugh Nelson,
four months later:

While disclaiming all disposition of our part either to obtain possession of Cuba or of Porto
Rico ourselves you will declare that the American Government had no knowledge of the
lawless expedition undertaken against the latter of those Islands last summer.52

While Anduaga openly expressed his frustration, John Quincy Adams also resented
Anduaga’s “loud complaint” against the US government. The Spanish minister’s virulent
tone, he claimed, pushed him to delay his reply, in the hope of later finding him in a
“more calm and temperate” disposition. Rumors that the Spanish minister had prior
knowledge of the expedition – from intelligence provided by a handful of early defectors
in Boston – but had let the expedition depart from the US in order to crush it after further
accomplices could be rounded up, only added to the mutual distrust. Anduaga was not
the only statesman Adams needed to appease.

At a meeting held in late November 1822, Adams found the British minister to the US
Stratford Canning “very inquisitive” about the Puerto Rico affair, which “he seemed to fear
was not yet entirely broken up.” According to Adams’s account of the encounter, Canning
suspected that the US government had secretly sanctioned the plot. The British minister
seemed only slightly reassured by Adams’s claims that his administration had first heard
about the expedition through reports from Saint Barthélemy. Canning “intimated a wish
that [the US executive] should give orders to [their] public vessels in the West Indies”
against expeditions of this kind. Canning’s involvement is a reminder of how closely
Britain observed military and political developments across Spanish America, keen on
reaping potential benefits by assuming the strategic role of referee in the Caribbean.53

Meanwhile, rumors spread by Ducoudray of a commission provided to him by the
Colombian government, and apparently supported by the testimony of some of the Een-
dracht’s passengers, proved equally delicate to handle for Colombian representatives,
especially when they started spreading in US newspapers.54 In Philadelphia, Richard
Worsam Meade, the executor of Manuel Torres as former representative of Colombia in
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the US and his successor at this office, staunchly denied Colombian backing as “a fabrica-
tion of some sinister purpose.” According to Meade, Colombia was neither acquainted
with nor provided support to the expedition. As the recently established Republic was
seeking to slowly dissociate itself from its privateering roots to figure in the international
concert of nation as a legitimate state, Meade denounced the “set of adventurers [which]
existed in this country, holding their rendezvous in this city [Philadelphia], Baltimore, and
New York, watching their opportunity to undertake any adventure which could furnish
them the means of living at the expense of their neighbors.” 55

Yet, even if Colombia’s association with this revolutionary enterprise was fictitious in
this instance, the allegations were entirely credible in light of historical precedents.
Colombian patriots had used maritime privateering as a convenient way to defend
their strongholds and strike Spanish loyalists since the early days of independent Car-
tagena de Indias (1811–1815). Years later, within the US, Manuel Torres strived to
obtain armament and munitions for the patriot cause: in 1820, he secured a deal
with the Rotterdam tobacco company Mees, Boer & Moens via the Philadelphia
broker Jacob Idler for the shipment of about 4,000 rifles in exchange for tobacco
from the Barinas region. This particular contract eventually failed, but some triangular
trade in firearms between the Netherlands, the US and Colombia continued over the
following years.56

None of the aforementioned tensions escalated into open conflict, however. The plot
revived US-Spanish hostility, which statesmen in both countries anxiously sought to de-
escalate. The US Department of State, in particular, making use of its expanding consular
network across the Caribbean, strove to de-escalate tensions by distancing the federal
government from allegations of complicity in the revolutionary adventure.

The pacification of the revolutionary Caribbean

While these diplomatic intrigues played out across the Caribbean and the Atlantic, Ducou-
dray and Irvine faced trial before Curaçao’s tribunal of justice. Ducoudray claimed that
Colombian representatives in the US Manuel de Torres and William Duane had agreed
to the expedition as a prelude to the integration of Boricua into the Republic of Colombia.
In 1829, Ducoudray issued his own retrospective defense in his famous Memoirs of Simón
Bolívar, reasserting most of the arguments that he had laid out during his trial. According
to him, the expedition should have been protected by the Laws of Nations on account of
Dutch neutrality. Furthermore, Ducoudray argued that the expedition was simply a
“project” when it reached Curaçao, and did not threaten Dutch sovereignty in any way.
As a result, the leader saw the judicial proceedings against him and the expedition as a
whole as “abusive, fraudulent and base.”57

Ducoudray accused Dutch officials and “their accomplices,” including US consul Parker,
to be “a gang of villains, to whom nothing is sacred, but gold,” alleging that they intended
to speculate on the sale of the vessels and their cargoes.58 Daniel Serurier, the tribunal’s
president judge, charged the leaders as “disturbers of the public order” and “pirates“
(“openbare rustverstoorders en zeerovers” in Dutch).59 In February 1823, Ducoudray was
condemned in first instance to death (“onder de galg”) for “high treason” (“hoogverraad”)
on account of crimes of piracy and private invasion of a sovereign kingdom. All of Ducou-
dray’s revolutionary proclamations and blank papers were to be publicly burned as well.
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Irvine was sentenced to thirty years in jail, after being defended unsuccessfully by lawyer
Mordechai Ricardo (both of them shared an acquaintance with Simón Bolívar).60

Baptist Irvine immediately fought back in US newspapers. In March 1823, the Niles’ Reg-
ister published one of his letters to a member of Congress. Seeking to legitimize the
expedition, and directly responding to the investigation launched in Congress by
Colden, Irvine played on widespread fears that Great Britain might take over Puerto
Rico as they had done with Dutch, French and Spanish islands during the Napoleonic
wars, should Spanish colonial rule further disintegrate without any proactive action
taken by the US to step in. In an effort to distance himself from the stigma of piracy,
Irvine invoked the spirit of the American Revolution by framing the expedition in a
“popular movement against despotism” in Puerto Rico, whose separatists pressed for
assistance in overthrowing Spanish rule. Irvine framed the conflict between Spain and
her colonies as a civil war, in which voluntary soldiers from other nations could lawfully
participate without violating the laws of nations, citing mercenaries helping the cause
of Greek independence and French nationals having taken part in the American Revolu-
tion as legitimate precedents.

Finally, Irvine pointed out the ambiguities of US non-entanglement policy: why were
the members of the Puerto Rico expedition treated as criminal while simultaneously
“American seamen in the Colombian service, besides officers and vessels,” were
fighting against the Spanish Empire, seemingly to the federal government’s indifference?
To Irvine, the same held true for the Dutch authorities, as he pointed out that from
Curaçao “50 or 60 sailors were lately sent out to the Colombian squadron, by permission
of those who govern Curracoa.” Bitterly, he concluded: “money sanctifies, or success con-
secrates, every thing!”61

The Dutch colonial authorities bore most of the brunt of Irvine’s indignant defense.
Ducoudray himself vehemently denounced the Dutch government’s alleged corruption,
and in a short pamphlet published in 1824, Irvine argued that the venality of Dutch colo-
nial authorities accounted for his arrest.62 Irvine’s Traits of Colonial Jurisprudence built
upon letters he had previously addressed to Henry Clay, hoping to reach Monroe
himself. In this correspondence, Irvine accused governor Cantzlaar of having fabricated
a “fiction” to justify his arrest, in order to extort a large bribe from him. Irvine drew
strong analogies between the Dutch colonial authorities and pirates in the Spanish Car-
ibbean and even in the Mediterranean Sea, underlining the sheer arbitrariness of the
piracy label. Irvine directly appealed to Monroe, drawing upon the historical precedent
of the capture of US merchant vessels by North African pirates in exchange for a
ransom during the late eighteenth century: “will he suffer an Algiers to exist in the
shape of a petty Dutch colony, whose coinage of illicit sea-papers has robbed so many
honest Americans of vessels & cargoes?” In addition, Irvine sharpened his personal
attacks against consul Parker, for his “false representations of Ducoudray’s project” and
his alleged complicity with the Dutch authorities in abusing him.63

Between siding with the revolutionary leaders and the US traders involved in the oper-
ation, US consul Cortland L. Parker had indeedmade a clear choice as he soon became the
official representative of the New York and Philadelphia merchants who had an interest in
the expedition. Himself a merchant with close ties to the Dutch colonial administration –
in 1823 and 1824, for instance, Parker had secured several state contracts for the local
supply of brazil wood from Bonaire – the consul defended their commercial investments
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within the bounds of his own limited influence. In September 1822, the consul success-
fully lobbied for the release of the Mary: the ship went through the customhouse and
sold its cargo before sailing back to the US. The following month, merchant William
Gold also appointed Parker as his representative in the civil case of the Eendracht. A
few weeks later, William Agnew likewise commissioned Parker as his attorney to
support him claiming the cargo seized aboard the Eendracht by the Dutch authorities,
apart from dispatching an agent to Curaçao, John Adams, officially on a visit “with a
view of improving his health.”64

At the time of the arrest of the Eendracht, Parker “thought with [his] counsel it would be
useless to appeal” on account of its forged Dutch papers, but he subsequently sought to
defend Gold and Agnew’s interests, especially by arguing their “ignorance of the object of
the expedition.” Parker’s strategy, overall, was to dissociate the merchants and owners of
the vessels from the leaders of the revolutionary expedition, in order to secure their prop-
erty (vessels and cargo). Beyond his helplessness in the trial of the Eendracht, for which he
thought official appeal should be made directly to the Dutch government in the Nether-
lands, Parker stressed in September 1824 how “it was with much difficulty that [he] got
the vessel and cargo libeled separately; the trial of the latter [had] not yet come on
and [he had] not pushed it, hoping some favorable event might take place.”65

A couple of months later, a certain Read, the former supercargo of the Mary, reached
out to Parker. Rumors circulated that Read was supposed to take the office of collector at
San Juan, Puerto Rico, should the revolution have been successful. In his letter to Parker,
Read introduced captain Richard Spence of the Cyane as his consignee. Read hoped that
Parker would claim the “arms, ammunitions, and various military stores, taken from on
board the abovementioned Mary in St Barts, or rather at the Five Islands, and laden on
board the Dutch brig Eendracht.” In agreement with Parker, however, Spence emphasized
that the civil Government of Curaçao had no power over the tribunal in charge of judging
the Eendracht’s cargo, and deemed the consul’s interference unwarranted. Furthermore,
to an agent of the Union like Parker, his official involvement in claiming the incriminating
evidence would have seemed distinctly incompatible with efforts to dissociate both the
federal government and US merchants from projects of armed revolution against the
Spanish Empire in the Caribbean. There were limits to what Parker was willing to do to
assist his fellow Americans, and he kept his door shut to those among them who acted
as revolutionary entrepreneurs exporting unrest across the Caribbean.66

Conclusion

Following an abortive escape attempt by Irvine in late March 1823 (according to an Amer-
ican observer, “in less than two hours the unfortunate man was found secreted in the
house of Fr. Merida, the agent for Colombia”) and the rejection of two appeals to the
Supreme Court in The Hague, a third one was eventually granted. But while the detainees
were soon to embark aboard the brig Swallow to the Netherlands to attend the appeal,
the Dutch authorities in Curaçao received instructions to stop the transfer of Ducoudray
and Irvine across the Atlantic.

In February 1824, Ducoudray and Irvine were freed, partly to respond to the embarrass-
ment created by their unverified allegations of corruption among Dutch officials, and
ordered to never set foot on Dutch territory again. Irvine sailed in late February 1824
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to La Guayra on the Juliana. Ducoudray reached New York in March 1824 and soon
resumed teaching the piano.67 By mid-November 1824, a cabinet meeting was held in
Washington D.C. between William H. Crawford, John C. Calhoun, Samuel L. Southard
and John Quincy Adams. On the agenda stood the confidential question of whether
the District Attorney at New York should be instructed to prosecute Ducoudray for the
Boricua expedition. The first three favored prosecution, but Adams held back, essentially
on the grounds that the revolutionary leader had already been charged in Curaçao and
that the expedition “was a mere undertaking never carried into execution” – echoing
Ducoudray’s own arguments. Crawford dissented, deeming that the prosecution at
Curaçao did not concern the violation of US laws, which “the fitting out and preparing
of it in our ports” clearly was. Although prosecution was given a green light, it never
came to fruition.68

Several insights can be gained from the Boricua expedition. The Ducoudray expedition
sheds light on the heyday and decline of the post-1815 Revolutionary Caribbean. While
this article builds upon recent scholarship on the maritime side of the struggle
between the Spanish Empire and insurgent patriots, the Boricua expedition constitutes
further evidence of the extent to which the wars for independence were waged as
much across continental Spanish America as on the seas of the Caribbean. Furthermore,
the Ducoudray expedition also illustrates the resilience of Spanish influence in the Carib-
bean through a mix of diplomacy, military action, spying and inter-imperial cooperation,
with the support of a cross-imperial community that shared intelligence on revolution-
aries and those labeled as pirates. The agents of the Spanish Empire across the Caribbean
could rely on occasional allies, such as US diplomats and the Dutch authorities in Curaçao,
to preserve their imperial rule, and the fallout of Ducoudray’s conspiracy epitomized the
entrenchment of Spanish imperial rule in the Caribbean.69

While shedding light on the entanglement of US, Spanish and Dutch imperial relations
in the early 1820s Caribbean, the incident provides a prime vantage point from which to
explore the nature of the US foreign policy in the Western Hemisphere. With the Ducou-
dray expedition’s preparation, execution and a good part of its intricate fallout taking
place between the US policy shift on recognition (March 1822) and Monroe’s message
to Congress in December 1823, the Boricua affair broke out at a pivotal moment in the
making of US foreign policy towards the Americas in the build up to the Monroe Doctrine.
Although the War of 1812 had boosted the Union’s standing on the international scene,
the affair illustrates the relative cautiousness that characterized its foreign policy in the
Caribbean in the early 1820s, at a time when the Spanish Empire’s definitive surrender
of its continental American colonies was not yet set in stone. The geopolitical intrigues
unfolding after the Puerto Rico expedition exemplify Jay Sexton’s argument on US
foreign policy towards the Americas during the early 1820s, namely that “the great
paradox of the United States’ response to the dissolution of Spain’s American empire is
that it embodied both the insecurity and the confidence of the young republic.”70

The expedition’s aftermath especially underlines how US diplomats sought to preserve
a precarious balance in their strained relationship with Spain, and how they strived to
maintain the Union’s reputation as a treaty-worthy nation (jeopardized by the partici-
pation of US nationals in revolutionary projects such as Ducoudray’s) while keeping at
bay the prospect of British interference. Although it can be argued that the early 1820s
saw “the dawn of US interventionism” in the Caribbean, in practice the federal
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government primarily reacted to the inconvenient actions of revolutionaries, privateers,
pirates and illicit traders – such as Ducoudray’s co-conspirators – that threatened its
pro-status quo foreign policy of non-entanglement. This defensive, reactive stance was
especially on display in the Spanish Caribbean, before attempts were made to proactively
shape an “American Mediterranean.” The success of this US policy was incomplete, if only
because of federal administration’s limited control over the illicit activities of US nationals
in foreign territories. The reach of federal authorities into international maritime spaces
was even more limited, as illustrated by the uninterrupted departures of the Mary,
Andrew Jackson and Selina from Philadelphia and New York.

Lastly, the Boricua expedition sheds light on the often-underappreciated role of US
consuls such as Cortland L. Parker and Robert Monroe Harrison within the expanding
US diplomatic network across the Americas. These agents served as both essential
brokers for geostrategic intelligence, as well as crucial defenders of the emerging trade
interests of American investors and merchants in the Caribbean. The heated disagree-
ment in Curaçao between Ducoudray, Irvine and Parker perfectly captures how hybrid
projects of political revolution and personal enrichment clashed with the expanding dip-
lomatic corps of the US. Federal government agents were specifically charged with poli-
cing troublemakers – especially those whose ties to the US might embarrass Washington
– while making way for “peaceful” American citizens and free trade. 71
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